
Bringing humanity and 
technology together 
3 ways brands can better 
serve their customers
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Consumer expectations are 
continuously evolving. Increasingly, 
customers want brands to show 
an effort to understand them 
during interactions, as if they’re 
communicating with a friend. 
Regardless of channel, they want to 
feel special. Unfortunately, most brands 
aren’t truly in step with these customer 
preferences, and the gap between 
consumer expectations and customer 
service delivery is widening.  
Now is the time for brands to shift 
their focus from customer satisfaction 
to customer happiness. 

3 ways brands can evoke 
customer happiness  via 
omnichannel communication
Below are three ways brands can deliver the experience their customers want while utilizing 
omnichannel communications to support their customer experience (CX).  

"Know Me" – Humanize the digital experience

"Understand Where I’m Coming From"  
– Discover customer intent 

"Relate to Me"  – Use empathy to guide 
customers to decisions and solutions
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Give customers off-ramps to reach a live 
agent while using self-service tools. Also 
empower agents to deliver hyper-
personalized customer interactions across 
every channel by pursuing a unified, 
consolidated data strategy across an 
integrated cloud-based CRM platform. 
While 65% of brands believe consolidating 
consumer data into a single source of 
truth across CX is very important, just 16% 
have done so.

What brands can do

Though nearly 50% of brands want consumers to use self-service tools, these tools only 
appeal to 35% of consumers. Most customers seek a conversational experience that  
self-service options can’t provide. They want to feel heard and understood, something only 
human interaction can achieve. Even via digital channels such as chat, text, and email,  
 65% of consumers want an actual person to respond.   

of consumers  
want an actual 
person to respond.   

"Know Me"  
– Humanize the digital experience
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Match your customers’ channel 
preferences with common types of intent 
and train agents accordingly. Track 
interaction types by channel to identify 
customer intent trends. Use these insights 
to prepare agents for meeting customers 
where they are based on their likely intent 
and emotional state. Train staff in each 
channel on how to best serve customers 
based on these insights. 

What brands can do

Consumers typically favor certain channels for specific purposes. For instance, many want 
to visit a physical location for positive reasons related to shopping and buying.  
But consumers tend to use call centers to get help when they experience issues with a 
service or product. Most brands, however, haven’t yet picked up on how customer intent 
tends to vary by channel.  

"Understand Where I’m Coming From" 
– Discover customer intent
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Customer intent varies by channel 

3 most common 
reasons for 
visiting a physical 
location:

3 most common 
reasons for 
contacting a 
call center:

make a 
purchase

to make a 
complaint

make a 
payment

to renegotiate 
a contract

select and compare, 
sign up with supplier, 
update profile/
account info

to cancel 
a contract
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Rather than investing in new and 
sometimes obscure channels that 
customers don’t typically use, consider 
investing time, money and effort in 
improving the channels you already offer 
and the ones customers want to use most. 
Ensure appropriate staff training to not 
only access and understand the right 
customer data but also on how to relate 
empathetically to customer issues and 
needs. Better inform agents by 
transforming a one-dimensional view of 
the customer into a multi-dimensional one. 
Build upon your foundation of core data 
categories, adding ones that indicate 
personality traits and intent. These might 
include query type, frequency of 
interaction, and interaction history, as well 
as the channel being used to interact, time 
of day, and time of year. 

What brands can do

While brands are beginning to grasp the importance of consistent personalization in their CX, 
nearly half still consider creating simple, to-the-point experiences as most important. 
However, that’s something consumers don’t tend to highlight. Instead, they express wanting 
to feel special and be understood. They say exceptional CX not only comes from a consistent 
level of service across every interaction but also feeling that the brand does whatever it can to 
make them happy. But rather than investing in proper agent training and well-rounded 
customer profiles, many brands are investing in building out additional channels that 
customers don’t want to use, including: 

"Relate to Me"  – Use empathy to guide 
customers to decisions and solutions 
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SMS WhatsApp Video chatChatbots /   
Virtual assistants

of brands say this 
channel is coming 
soon even though 
just 5% of 
consumers use 
this channel. 

of brands are 
investing in this 
channel while just 
5% of consumers 
want to use it. 

of brands plan to 
launch this 
channel, though 
just 9% of 
consumers  want 
to use it.  

of brands are 
investing in this 
channel while 
just 3% of 
consumers like 
using it. 

23% 19% 16% 13%
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Conduent Customer Experience Management 

With over 25 years of experience, Conduent is a trusted customer experience management 
partner helping our clients interact with their customers on a personalized level across 
channels, delivering on their brand promise and increasing customer satisfaction and 
loyalty. Through our Customer Contact Services, Conduent CXNow Solution and 
Multichannel Communications Solutions, we are dedicated to creating exceptional 
customer engagement and accelerating digital transformation across industries including 
banking and financial services, healthcare, retail and eCommerce, technology, telecom and 
media, travel and hospitality, logistics and utilities. 

To learn more, visit our website. 

Customers yearn to be understood while interacting with brands they support. 
This includes being able to use the channels they prefer while engaging with 
agents and tools that serve the unique needs of each interaction. Brands that 
seek to provide an outstanding CX should, therefore, invest in improving the 
channels customers most want to use, not in expanding their channels for 
the sake of adding more. They should also train and empower their agents to 
understand and relate to the customers they serve. To learn more about what 
consumers want and how brands can position themselves to meet evolving 
expectations, read Conduent’s full report Channeling Happiness: The 2022 
State of Consumer Experience Report. 

Learn more in the report

https://www.conduent.com/insights/channeling-happiness-the-2022-state-of-consumer-experience-report/

